
     
ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR PACKAGE BEN 11.25   

 
 
Some information is missing in the Installation Instruction at https://github.com/lorserker/ben. 
Info in this document adds the missing information.  
The additional Installation shall be done after the miniconda3 environment has been installed.  
 
Minconda3 is available at https://github.com/lorserker/ben               
 
INSTALLATION OF BEN APPLICATION PACKAGE   

 
At https://github.com/lorserker/ben 
- Push the green button (Code) 
- Download ben-main.zip 
- Extract ben-main.zipfile under Windows 
- Create subdir c:\user\bjorn*\miniconda3\envs\ben-main 
- Copy extracted content in ben-main to c:\user\bjorn*\miniconda3\envs\ben-main 
 
*) On my computer 
 
SETTING UP APPLICATION AND GAMESERVER  

 
- Open two miniconda3 windows. Run Anaconda Prompt, not Windows prompt.  
- Activate the conda environment with "conda activate ben" in both windows. 
- Activate appserver with "python appserver.py" in window 1. 
- Use the browser to navigate to http://127.0.0.1:8080/home. There should be a link "Play now" 
if the installation is OK. There will be no card in the play screen yet. 
- Activate gamesever with "python gameserver.py" in window 2. 
 
There will be an error message at the top, it is about GPU support and can be ignored.  

  
This error message will probably occur in recent installation: 
 TypeError: Descriptors cannot not be created directly. 
 
If this call came from a _pb2.py file, your generated code is out of date and must be 
regenerated with protoc >= 3.19.0.If you cannot 
immediately regenerate your protos, some other possible workarounds are: 
1. Downgrade the protobuf package to 3.20.x or Lower. 
2. Set PROTOCOL_BUFFERS_PYTHON_IMPLEMENTATION=python (but this will use 
pure-Python parsing and will be much slower). 
 
- It's preferred to use workaround 1, because of the slowness with 2, to downgrade the protobuf 
package.           
Use "pip install protobuf==3.19.6" to downgrade.This is only necessary to do once.  
 
- Try again with "python gameserver.py". 
 
The game-server should start now. Check it by go to Play in the Browser. The hands shall now 
have cards and the bidding has started. 
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The setup of the Application and Gameserver must be repeated at a fresh start of the computer.  

 
 
OTHER PROBLEMS 

 
If there are other Installations problems, go to this article on 
Bridgewinners:https://bridgewinners.com/article/view/page-with-bridge-engine-ben/?cj=1317535
#c1317535  
A solution to problem maybe can be found there or question(s) can be asked about the 
problem...  
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